
HTI-research project Q1&Q2: Empathic Lighting – Diary/ESM study on contextual and 
personal factors that influence mood in seniors 
 
Introduction 
Consider the following scenario…  

Although it is summer there are big grey 
clouds in the sky. Today is a really stormy 
day, which means that Mrs. Smith is bound 
indoors. Due to motoric issues, she is 
rather unstable and does not dare to go 
outside with her walker when the wind 
blows hard around the corner of her house. 
Her children are on vacation right now, so 
now one is around to keep her company. 
She feels depressed and has no motivation 
to move around the house. Even the living 
room looks grey on days like this. 
Suddenly, the smart lighting system in the 
room adapts the lights and “paints” the room into a bright light with blue accent lighting. 
Somehow Mrs. Smith feels her heart lighting up. The lighting in the room is friendly and warm, 
but also lights up the room much more than before, making her look around for something to do. 
She spots her Sudoku book and decides to puzzle for a while…   

 
In order to develop this kind of mood-adaptive ambient lighting, we need to be able to 
measure and sense people's moods automatically. In an ongoing 3TU collaboration on 
empathic lighting automatic emotion sensing is being developed using cameras that can 
detect in-the-moment features such as the posture or facial expression of a person. Unlike 
emotions that appear in brief episodes, mood is a subjective feeling of low intensity but 
relatively long duration (e.g., cheerful, gloomy, irritable, depressed) (see Scherer, 2000). In 
addition, we found in an interview study (Huldtgren et al., 2015) that several personal and 
contextual factors can influence the mood of an elderly person. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that combining emotion recognition with information on the current user context (contextual 
model) as well as a user’s background (user model), i.e. personality, personal history, will 
greatly improve automatic mood recognition and even prediction.  
 
Aim 
The aim of this HTI research project is to conduct a study that investigates mood changes 
and the factors that influence the mood of a senior over time. Some factors have already 
been identified by Huldtgren and colleagues (Huldtgren et al., 2015) through interviews with 
caregivers, such as environment changes, daily rhythms, personal history. The goal of this 
project is to find supporting evidence and new factors in a longer-term study with the actual 
target group, the seniors. For this, a Diary or Experience Sampling study should be used to 
track seniors’ moods and contextual factors over time (e.g. 2-3 weeks). Participant specific 
factors like personality, current health state etc. should be elicited, too, to see if they have an 
impact in inducing a general mood state.  
 
Tasks 
• Carry out a literature overview about factors influencing mood in seniors and mood 

assessment.  
• Develop a diary (paper or digital or both) to elicit information on the background and 

moods of a participant and to capture contextual factors (weather, people visiting, etc.)    
• Conduct a study using the diary to analyze the factors that influence the mood of a senior  
 
Supervisors 
Alina Huldtgren, a.huldtgren@tue.nl  
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